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Al~traet--This paper presents a simple discrete model reference adaptive control design which maintains 
stability around the equilibrium of the tracking error in the presence ofunmodelled dynamics. Only a 
weak a priori knowledge (namely, upper bounds of the absolute value of the unmodelled parameters and 
orders of the unmodelled dynamics) i  required for the implementation. Theadaptive controller has an 
additional parameter to protect the scheme against instability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Some of the hypotheses which are usually made in adaptive control theory (such as the inverse 
stable, knowledge of the dynamics orders etc.) are often violated in practice when unmodelled 
dynamics are present [1-7]. The main difficulty in making theory applicable in practice arises from 
the well-known fact that the input to the plant usually possesses high-frequency omponents with 
high gains during the adaptation process. This causes an instability mechanism at high adaptation 
gains to high frequencies. This idea is also familiar from classical (nonadaptive) control for high 
open-loop gains. Another instability mechanism occurs, surprisingly, at low adaptation gains when 
references to be tracked have important frequency richness beyond the system model validity [1-3]. 
This is due to the nonlinear nature of the adaptation mechanism and occurs because no richness 
of the plant input at those frequencies makes the overall scheme have (in general) more than one 
equilibrium point [4, 5]. Thus, it can be deduced that, in the case of the presence of unmodeUed 
dynamics, instability can appear even using exponentially stable adaptive algorithms [8] or using 
supervisory schemes for increasing the adaptation transient performances [9, 10]. The problem of 
unmodelled dynamics has been studied by Rohrs et al. [1, 2] with many simulation results, although 
using linearizations around one equilibrium point and without aking into account he multiplicity 
of the equilibria points and that the interpretation of the nonlinear stability from the stability of 
the linearized system can lead to errors (even locally) in the critical cases (eigenvalues of the 
linearized ynamics located in the imaginary complex axis). 
Kreisselmeier [6, 11] points out the importance of the input richness in the unmodelled frequency 
range in order to prevent instability. Also, some local stability results are presented in those papers 
for the continuous models. In Refs [12, 13] stability results are presented for the discrete case by 
using signal-dependent dead zones. The use of fixed dead-beat controllers is used by Peterson and 
Narendra [14] to prevent instability due to uniformly bounded output additive disturbances. 
The principal ideas of this paper is to include monitoring of signal magnitudes in the use of an 
extra component of the regression vector which, acting on an extra parameter vector of the adaptive 
controller, supplies an extra signal which is added to the standard adaptation error. This 
augmented error signal prevents instability. The basic idea has been used by Monopoli [15], and 
in many other papers, to achieve asymptotic stability in model reference adaptive control (MRAC) 
in the perfectly modelled situation. Arguments about input frequency richness in the unmodelled 
range are not used. The results are global since there is no restriction on the class of unmodelled 
dynamics and a priori knowledge of the orders and upper bounds of the absolute values of the 
unmodelled ynamics and associate parameters, o as to ensure stability, suffices. 
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2. MRAC DESIGN 
The plant can be described in a predictor form by 
y( t  + d) = A* (q -~)y( t )  + B*(q -~)u( t )  
= A(q - l )y ( t )  + B(q - I )u ( t )  + [q -a ,~(q- l )y ( t )  + q -aB(q - I )u ( t ) ] ,  
k g k J 
contribution of the contribution of the unmodelled 
modelled dynamics dynamics 
where 
(1) 
n'~ n; 
A*(q - ' )  = ~, ai*q -~, B* (q - ' )=  ~, b*q -i. 
i=0 i=0 
Similar definitions apply for A (q - i) [.~(q -1)], B(q -1 ), [/~(q -1)] which are, respectively, of degrees 
nA >1 n(AA >>- A) and ns >/m(~s i> r~) with n, m(A, gt) being the orders of the modelled (unmodelled) 
dynamics. It is assumed that b~(bo) ~ 0, d > 0, d(d')/> 0; q -~ is the time-delay operator. Equation 
(1) yields a generic interpretation of the physical situation in which more and more parameters 
should be used in the model as the values of the signal frequency components increase. 
Equation (1) can be rewritten as 
y(t  + d) = OX dp(t) = OXmdPm(t) + OTmdP~(t), (2) 
where subscripts m and um stand, respectively, for the modelled and unmodelled ynamics and 
0 [0T ,  T T 0m] ,  ~b(t) [~b T(t), T T = = q~m(t)], (3a) 
0 = [b*, b~ . . . . .  b*~ n, -a* ,  a~ . . . . .  __a*A ]r, (3b) 
~b~(t) = [u(t), u(t - 1) . . . . .  u(t - ns ) ,y ( t ) ,y ( t  - 1) . . . . .  y(t  - nA)] T (3c) 
and 
dp~(t) = [u(t -- ns - 1), u(t - ns -- 2) . . . . .  u(t -- n~), 
y ( t - -nA- -1 ) ,y ( t - -nA- -2 )  . . . . .  y ( t - -n*)V] .  (3d) 
The values of the components of 0 are unimportant since an adaptive controller will be used. 
The only important point is that it has (hA + ns + 2) components. 
Assumptions on the plant 
(P1) B*(z - ' )  in equation (1) has all its zeros strictly outside the unit circle. 
(P2) hA, ns (upper bounds of n and m) are known, and b0 # 0; d > 0, d, d I/> 0. 
(P3) The following a priori knowledge of the unmodelled ynamics is available: 
(P3a) rm~ (with AA + As ~< rm~) is known. 
(P3b) 0~ > 0, such that 10~1 ~< On; i = 0, 1 . . . . .  AM + As, is known [superscript 
(i) denotes the ith component]. • 
Assumption (P3a) can be easily extended to the case when separate bounds for AA and As are 
available. Assumption (P3a) includes in this case assumption (P2), since the modelled dynamics 
can be seen as a reduced model for the overall system. However, the explicit distinction between 
assumptions (P2) and (P3) makes the mathematical development in the paper clearer. 
Adaptive controller 
The adaptive controller and the information to update from the measurements are given by the 
extended vectors 
O*(t) = [0T(t), d(t)] T, (b*(t -- d) = [q~xm(t - d), p(t - 1)1 T, (4) 
where p(t - 1) is an extra component of the measurement vector [corresponding to #(t) in the 
adaptive controller] which is determined below as a part of the adaptive scheme. The objective of 
these additional components i  to preserve stability of the scheme. 
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The adaptive algorithm below has two modes: A--B. Mode A is the normal operation mode 
and Mode B leads to a dead-beat controller action when #(t), computed from Mode A, is below 
a prescribed istance from zero. 
Mode A (normal operation mode). 
1 
Step 1. Compute p(t - 1)= t~(t - 1)= [[y(t)[ + [~T(t -- 1)~bm(t --d)[ 
[#(t -- 1)[ 
+rm~,Om max ( [0~( t -d ) [ ) ]+6 (some real constant 6 >0). (5a) 
O <<. i <~ rma x 
Step 2. Compute a(t - I) (compensating signal) = p(t - l)#(t - I). (5b) 
The contribution of the unmodelled ynamics is computed in a worst-case stimation by taking 
into account a sufficient number of previous input and output values in the last term of Step 2. 
a(t)Pc~*(t - d)e(t) e(t) = y(t) 
Step 3. Compute/~*'(t) =/~*(t - 1) + c(t) + ~b*v(t -- d)PCb*m(t - d); 
--{~T(t -- 1)t~m(t -- d) -- cr(t -- 1); 
P=pT>0;  0<c( t )<~;  0~<a(t)<oo.  (5c) 
Step 4. / f  ]~(t)] >I e, make ~*(t)= G**(t) and continue [namely, generate u(t) from Step 6 
below] else go to Mode B (E > 0 is fixed in the stability theorem below). 
Mode B (monitoring mode). 
Step 5. If at (t - l) Mode A was used make ~*(t) = O*(t - l) and continue, else implement 
Steps 1 and 2 of Mode A. 
Step 6. Compute p(t-1)=argln~axl)(lPC~*m(t-d)l("~+"a+2))]. Implement Step2 of 
l 
L --I 
Mode A. (5d) 
Step 7. Implement Steps 3 and 4 of Mode A and continue. 
The regulation [tracking objectives are to generate u(t) such that for any uniformly bounded 
reference sequence {y*(t), t t> 0} 
y*(t + d) =/~X(t)0m(t)]. (6) 
This control law is the same as the usual one under perfect modelling [10]. However, extended 
(adaptation measurement) vectors will be defined such that the adaptation error equations (9a-c) 
below is interpreted to the light of the inner product of these vectors which has the additive term 
a( t -  1), which internally compensates (in a worse-case context) for the contribution of the 
unmodelled ynamics. 
The adaptive controller equations (5) and (6) are subject o the following constraints in order 
to maintain stability: 
(El) II ~(0)II < ~,  II P II < oo, I#(0)l e [E, ~) ,  P is a positive definite matrix. 
(C2) Define for all integers t t> 0, the nonnegative real number 
l e (t) I (7a) 
g0(t) = io.( t _ 1)1- l y ( t ) l -  I/~T(t -- l)t~ra(t --d)l + 6/2 
le(t)l (7b) 
rm~0um max (Ic/,~(t-d)l)+6/2 
0~ i~rrnax 
with equation (7b) being obtained from equations (5a,b) and (7a). 
The free parameters of the algorithm are subject o the following conditions, leading to stability: 
I 2 
0<a( t )~<~-~ if go(t)~0 
O<C(t)<oO,[a(t)=O, if go(t)=0. 
(8) 
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Comments  
(1) Only the modelled structure isused in expression (6) to compute u(t) .  The values n i> 1, m/> 0 
are irrelevant. 
(2) In Mode A, adaptation takes place. In Mode B, the adaptive controller does not perform 
adaptation if the preceding sampling point corresponds to Mode A. Otherwise, adaptation or no 
adaptation can occur by linking Steps 6, 1, 3 and 4 of the adaptive controller. The choice ofp(t - 1) 
in expression (5d) ensures via the stability proof of Section 3 that no adaptation takes place during 
intervals containing a finite number of samples. The mechanism which makes this possible is the 
use of tr(t) to augment the adaptation error since divergence of the last component of Pdp*(t - d) 
yields a contradiction i  the proof of Section 3. Note that equations (5a-d) are well-posed from 
a causality point of view: ff(t + 1) in equation (5a), which does not depend on ~b*(t -d )  but on 
~bm(t -d ) ,  is made equal to p( t  - 1) and, then, tk*(t -d )  is defined in order to eventually apply 
[equation (5d)]. Step 6 has the specific role of making the adaptation restart after a finite number 
of no-adaptation points and this fact is used in the proof of basic result 2, Case b, in Section 3. 
The specific role of Mode B (Step 6) is to correct the modulus of the compensating signal 
(Step 2) in a worst-case context when one goes out of the adaptation zone, i.e. when Mode A was 
not used at the previous ample. The sign of the compensating signal is given by the extra parameter 
components 6(-). 
(3) The adaptation error e( t )  of expression (5c) can be written as 
e( t )  ffrm(t 1)~bm(t -- d) + r = -- [0umq~m(t -- d)  - a ( t  - 1)1, (9a) 
= O~*mT(t  - -  l)~b*(t -- d) + 0Tm~um(t  - -  d), (9b) 
= ~p*(t)f fm*r(t  - -  1)q~m*(t - -  d ) ,  (9c )  
with 0* = [0~, 0] x, ff*(t)= [~(t) ,  -d ( t ) ]  T, ~o*(t) is a scalar real function which makes equation 
(9c) equivalent to equation (9a). 
(4) In Mode A, the signal a( t )  is opposite to T 0um~um(t --d) if the sign of #(t) works well. This 
is expected, from a heuristic point of view, from the adaptive scheme's nature. In this way the 
-- Omdpm(t - d). scheme works in Mode A such that the signal tr(t 1) prevents divergence of r 
I#(t)l Must be >0 so as to avoid the possibility of a( t )  vanishing. Mode B leads, by the technical 
arguments used in the stability proof, to making incompatible no-adaptation zones of an infinite 
consecutive number of samples with the scheme's instability by commuting again to Mode A. 
Although, the above arguments have an heuristic justification only, they are corroborated in the 
stability result. The choice of E becomes crucial for the associated proof, which yields the result 
of the stability of all the signals within the system. The reason for defining the auxiliary variable 
tY(t) in equations (5a) and (5d) is for the purpose of considering the worst case of influence of the 
unmodelled ynamics expressed in equation (5d). 
(5) The use of a dead-beat controller implies that asymptotic stability is not achieved if the 
unmodelled ynamics vanishes except (perhaps) in the regulation case if tp (.) vanishes. This is in 
accordance with results in other schemes derived using different ools (see, for instance, Ref. [7]). 
Theorem (main result)  
The direct adaptive controller [Steps 1-7 and equation (6)], subject o the constraints (C1) and 
(C2), when applied to the plant (1) has the following properties: 
(i) If I#(t)I~>E, Vt>10, then l im~(t)=/~(l l~l l<oo) exists, ! i rne(t)=0 and 
{ II~(t)ll, t >~0} < ~.  
If, in addition, for some real constants w and k fulfilling 0 ~< a( t )  <~ w < 2, 
Vt/> 0, 
2rain(P) then. 
k < (rma x+ riA + riB) 2max(P)(nA +nB + 2)' 
(ii) The sequences {u(t)}, (y(t)}, {e(t)}, {tr(t)}, {p(/)} and {~(t)} [and thus 
{#(t)}] are bounded for all t >/0. 
(iii) p( t )  in equations (9a-c) is bounded for all t/> 0. 
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3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT  
Decompose Z + = Z~ tJ Zna (Z, N Z~ = ~), Z + being the set of  positive integers with 
Z,(Zn,) = {t ~ Z+/ l#( t ) l  >>, E and e(t) ~ 0[l#(t)l  < e or e(t) = 0]}, (10) 
where Z~(Zn,) is the set of samples where adaptation (no adaptation) takes place in accordance 
with Steps 3 and 4 of the algorithm. 
Now, the proof of  property (i) is standard in discrete algorithms.~" The proofs of properties (ii) 
and (iii) are made by establishing the following basic results deduced from arguments based upon 
contradictions. 
Basic result I. The cardinal of Z~, [C(Z~)] = oo =~{ II~b(t)II, t ~Za} is bounded. 
Basic result 2. I f  
= =~{llcb(t)ll, t~ l+} 
is bounded. 
Proof  of  the theorem 
The proof is decomposed into several intermediate results. 
Lemma 1. cp*(t) >~ 0 in expression (9c) and I~*mX(t -- l)qS*(t -- d)l/> 10TmqSm(t -- d)l; 
~p*(t) is zero only if e( t )= O. 
Proof. From equations (5a) and (5b) [or (5d)] and equations (9a) and (9b), one gets 
10"m*T(t -- 1)~b*(t -- d) l >i I p(t  -- 1)d(t -- 1)1 -- I ffrm(t -- 1)~bm(t - d) l, (1 la) 
I 0"rm(t - 1)~bm(t -- d)l ~< ly(t)l + 10T(t -- 1)~bm(t -- d)l. (1 lb) 
Combining equations (11 a,b), a sufficient condition for ] ff*x(t - 1)~b* (t - d) l >/I 0uTm ~bum( t -- d) l 
to be satisfied from equation (5a) or (5d) is obtained since direct calculus yields 
Ip(t - 1)~(t - 1)1 - l y ( t ) l  -[/~T(t -- 1)¢m(t -- d)l = rmax0um max ( l¢~( t  -- d)l) + 
0~<i<rma x 
~>rmaxOum ax [ I¢~)m(t-d)l]>>.lO~mCum(t-d)l .  (12) 
0 ~< i ~ rma x 
From the equivalence between equations (9a) and (9c), one gets 
OamdPam(t - d) e(t)  x 
2 > ~p*(t) = g.T(t _ 1)~b*(t -- d) = 1 + 0..T(t _ 1)¢*(t -- d) ~> 0, (13) 
which completes the proof  since I 0~*r (t - 1)qS* (t - d) l t> I 0 T m ~bum (t -- d) I. • 
Lemma 2. cp(t) [equation (7)]/> <p*(t) [equation (9c)]. 
Proof. Since cp *(t) i> 0 from Lemma 1, one gets from putting expression (12) into expression (13), 
taking into account equation (7b), 
le(t)l le(t)l 
~P*(t)=l~*T(t--1)C~*(t--d)l<~rmaxOum max [Iqb(~Om(t-d)l]+6/2 =cp(t)" (14) 
0 ~< i ~< rma x 
Lemma 3. I f  II 0 (0  II < ~,  there exist real constants 6~;/i; >t 0; c$ 2, 6~ > 0 such that 
I P (t - 1)l ~< 61 + 62 max [11 4'm (l - d) II] --- 0 ~ max [11 4'm (l -- d) II] ~, 
O<~l<t lO~l<<.t J 
(15a) 
tThis is true under the given hypothesis since [~(t)[ > ~ implies that the algorithm with the adaptation error (9c) does 
not enter the dead zone. 
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la(t - 1)1 ~<6', +6~ max [ll ~b,(l - d)ll] ~ 0 {max [11 ~b~(l- d)ll]}, (lSb) 
O<~l<~t O<~l<~t 
and (p(t), and (p*(t) are bounded for all integers t/> 0.t 
Proof (outline). Note that components of {~b~ (j), j t> 0} are components of {~b~ (kj)}, all integer 
]/> 0, some integers k~, k~' dependent on j but with j - k j, k 7 - j  being constant integers for each 
plant equation (1). The linear boundedness condition of Goodwin et al. [16] applies to ~m(t) and 
~,~(t) defined in expression (3a) and to p(t - 1) from equation (5a) by using k~, k 7 for eachj since 
the components of ~b~n(j) are also components of ~b~(j -k j ) .  The last results for ~0*(t) and ¢p(t) 
are stated directly from definitions equations (7a,b) (9a-c) and (14).~ • 
Lemma 4. II0(t)ll and 16(01 are uniformly bounded for all t eZ  +. 
Proof. Using ff*(t) = [firm(t), - -~( t ) ]  T = [0m - -  0(t), __~( I ) ]T ,  define the nonnegative r al sequence 
V(t) = ~*r(t)P-tt~*(t).  Using equation (5c), direct calculus yields 
AV(t) zx V(t + 1) - V(t) = 
a ( t )q )* ( t ) [a~ " ( t )dp*T( t -d )P~p*( t -d )  1 
+ ~bm*T(t - -  d)Pd)*m(t - d) - 2 
F ~*mx(t--1)C~*~(t--d) ]2 Vt~Z~ 
× Lc(t) + dp*mx(t - d)P~b*m(t - d) ' 
0, Vt~Zna.  (16) 
From constraints ((21) and (C2) and Lemmas 1 and 2, 0 ~< a(t)~o*(t)< 2~AV(t)~< 0, Vt e Z +. 
Since from expression (5c), O~*'(t)= ~*(t), Vt ~ Za, one gets, using equation (16), 
II #*(t)lie ~< II 0~*'(t) II~ ~< II ~*(t - 1)II e ~< ~ V(0) ]1/2 < ~,  (17) 
L mio(e)J 
for the generalized Euclidean norms under P. • 
Lemma 5. The linear boundedness condition of Ref. [16] stands for ~b* (t), equation (4). 
Proof. From Lemma 1 
10Vm(t - 1)~m(t -- d)l ~< I~*X(t -- l)q~*(t -- d)l + 10uTm~bum(t -- d)l ~< 2lff~v(t - 1)~bm*(t - d)l. (18) 
From assumption (P1) [10], there exist real constants C1 >/0 and C2 > 0 such that 
II ~bm(t -d ) l l  ~< C, + c~ max [10T~b(l -d ) l ]  ~< C, + C2 max [10~q~am(l -d )  
O*~I<~t O~l~t  
+OX(l -- d)dpm(l -- d )+ ffrm(l -- 1)q~m(l -- d) +(0"( l  -- l) -- O'r(l -- d)]¢m(l -- d)))]. (19) 
y*(t ) ffrm(l -- d)~p~(l - d) 
By virtue of Lemma 4, the hypothesis of Lemma 3 stands so that, from Lemmas 1-3, 
0 ~< ¢p*(t) ~< ~0(t) < oo. Now, one gets from expression (5c) 
I [0X(l - 1) -- 0r(l -- d)]~bm(l - d)l ~< j= ,-a+ c( j )  ~ ~b*T (j -- d)Pdp*(j - d) I 
max t j max, tlaz (J-1)+Z(l-a)l] <k'kmaxtlaz'(t-1)+*(l-a)l]" (20) 
l -d+ 1 ~ j~ l -  1 O~<l<~t 
tDetailed proof is easy but involved. It has been omitted to save space and is available from the authors. Note that, at 
this stage, the result applies independently of the boundedncss of II0(t)ll- 
~Note that q)*(t) remains bounded from Lemma 1 [equation (13)] since I#*x(t -  l )0* ( t -d ) l  =0~,10~O~(t -d ) l  
= 0~q,*(t)= 1. 
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Some real constant k~ >0 such that I~*T(I -  1)Kj.Ab*(I-d)l =~m*T(j-- 1)~bm*(j-d)l-%< 
[Iky.tll 1O'm*T(l -- 1)~bm*(l -- d)l with kl = sup Ilkjtll ~< oo, 0 ~<j, 1 < oo which is well-posed since from 
Mode A Step 4 and equation (17) 0< II 0"m*0') II < ~,  all t t>0 and matrix P being identical to P 
by substituting its last column by zeros and real constants k, k~ such that 
O<<.k=2d2m~x(P)k," O<<.k,= max ~ max [ I I~*( J -d) l l2  ]}  (21) 
' o~t.< = U-a+, .<j~<t-, c( j )  + ~min(e)II q~*(j - d)II ~ 
[2m~(') and 2rain(" ) stand, respectively; for the max-min eigenvalues of (.)]. 
Substituting expression (20) into expression (19), one gets 
II ¢*m(t - -  d)II ~< ;tj + ~'2 max [10"m*T(l -- 1)4'm*(l -- d) l ] ,  some real constants 21/> 0, 
O<<.l<~t 
2~>0 (22) 
which are dependent on Ci, C2, d, k, kl and max [ly*(t)l]. 
0~t~oo 
Proposition (i) follows from Lemmas 4 and 5 • 
Proof of  basic result 1. Assume that { [I ~b(t)II, t ~ za} diverges. Then, there exists a subset Z~ c Za 
such that ~7 = {t~ ~ Z,:H ~b* (ti)II ~< II ~*(t, + l)II }. It is proved by contradiction that for some real 
constant 6o > 0 
man fa  (t~)~p *(ti) [/~,T (t~ Z 1)~b * (t~ Z d) ]2.~/> 6o (23) 
t:z. ( c ( t i )  + dp*x(t,-- d)Pck*(t,-  d) J " 
Assume that in expression (23), the identity to zero holds. Then 
*T t 1 * 1 • [-a(t,)~o*(ti) l[ P~b* (t, -- d) Ill •m*T( t / - -  1)~b* (t, - d) l I 0~ ( i  - -  )~bm(t, - d) l 
m in i  . . . . . . . . . .  J 0. ,,,z. L c(ti) -t- c~*T ( t , -  d)Pdp *m(t, - d) H P~-*--~i~- d) 
(24) 
From expression (5c), since tie Z~, the first factor of equation (24) cannot vanish. Since 
{ II ~m*(ti)II } diverges, the second one cannot vanish from Lemma 5. Then, expression (23) holds. 
Since AV(t) ~< 0 and V(0) is bounded then V(t) is bounded for all t e Z +. Direct calculus from 
expression (16) yields 
V(O) - V(t -i- I) = 
i eZa  
i<<.t 
[~r*T( i  - -  d)~*(i - d)] 2 
X 
c(i) + Om*T( i  - -  d)eO *m(i - d) 
and expression (23) and C(Z~) = ~ yields the contradiction 
~>V(0) />6o[~z ' ( t i ) ]=~,  
ti a 
with 
a(t)q)*(t)~b*T (t -- d)P~ *(t -- d) 
6(t) = 2 -- e(t) + dp*mT(t -- d)P~b* (t - d) 
[from constraints (C1) and (C2)]. 
Thus { II ~(t)II ,  t ~ Z,} cannot diverge. 
Proof of  basic result 2. Three cases can occur for Z + = Z~U Z~: 
(a) C(Z,~) < ~,  C(Z,)  = 
(b) C(Z~) = oo, c (z , )  = oo  
(e)  c (z . , )  = ~,  c (z , )  < oo. 
a(i)¢,(i)~(_/_ d)pCm, (/__ {) l 
IAV(i)I = ~ a(i)~p*(i) 2 c(i) q- ~b*T(i - -  d)P~*(i  - d) j 
i~Z a 
~<V(0)<oo, Vt~Z, ,  (25) 
>0 
(26) 
Case a (outline of proof). Since C(Zn,) < 00, Z,, consists of a finite number of subsets Z,u 
of finite elements. Each of these subsets is preceded by a sampling point of Z~, t,. Since 
C(Z, )=oo,  llc~(t~)ll<oo, from basic result 1, lu(t~)l and ly(t~)l are bounded. Thus, 
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ly(t ,+ d)l = 10Tq~(t~)l is bounded. From Lemma 4, II/~(t~ + d)II is bounded and thus lu(t~ + d)[, 
which requires for its computation a finite number of arithmetic operations from equation (6) with 
bounded elements, is bounded. Similar arguments apply for previous equences and for t >/t~ on 
the remaining elements of Zna~. Thus, { II 4'(0 II, t ~ Zna~} is bounded V~. 
Case b. It is proved that if II 4~(t)[I diverges, Zna = t-J~Z~a~ with C(Zn,~)< ~,  for each ~. 
Proceed by contradiction by taking a particular ~ with C(Z,R~) = ~.  Assume, for some subsequence 
{t~} of Zna,, that II ~b(t,+~)II 1> II ~b(t~)ll. For any t e Zna ~ such that (t - 1)~ Znaa, Mode B, Step 6, 
of the algorithm is executed. Since II ~(t~)II diverges, both I[ q~m*(te)II and 
IlP~.m(t~)ll>~2~,(P)l[dp*(ti)ll diverge. Since, from Lemma 4, I#( t~+d-1) l  is bounded, 
I t~(t~ + d-  1)1 and I p(t~ + d - 1)1 diverge from definitions (5a) and (5d). Let p T be the last row of 
P. Thus, the last component of Pc~*(t~) is of the form [pT~b*(t~) I = la ( t )+ bp(t~ + d -  1)1 for an 
appropriate function a(t), b being the lower diagonal element of P. Since P > 0, b > 0 and 
IpT~b*(t~)l diverges ince p(t~+ d-  1) diverges.t (An algebraic sum of two terms always diverges 
for one of the two signs of a divergent term.) Then, there exists a real constant c~ > 0 such that 
IlP~b*(t~)ll <<.Cl]pT~*(t~)I. From Steps 3 and 4 of the algorithm, adaptation at t~ takes place 
(although t~_ ~ ~ Z~a) if 
a(ti)le(t,)l Ip T ~b*(ti - d)[ 
C(ti) + ~ *mT ( l i -  d)Pdp Tm(t,- d) 
WfmaxO_max { lp(t~-1)l, 0"j'rmaxmaX [IcpCi)(t~-- d)l + 6] } 
>/ 
Cl[C(t~) + 2m~ (P)II 4 '*(t , -  d)II 2] 
a(t~)le(t,)l II Pdp*m(t~- d)II 
x II e~*m(t, - d)II >/c,[c(t,) + ~m*T(/, -- d)Pqb*m(ti- d)] > 2e (27) 
for any real w, fm~ with 0 < a(t~) ~< w < 2, I:ma xt> rma x+/'IA + lib > 0. The second inequality is 
derived from constraint (C2). Note that 
~-max (P) II C~*m(t,- d)112 2max(P) (na + nB+ 2) 
~< (28) 
max(lp(t~- 1)l, max {[l~b(J)(t~- d)l] + ~} II PO*(tr- d)II )~min(P) 
0 ~<j~< ~max 
Now, by taking reciprocals in expression (28) and substituting in the first inequality of formula 
(27), the third inequality of formula (27) holds for any li~Z +, and real constants p and k(p) 
(dependent on t~) such that II q~*(te)II >/p= and 
1 
1- c 2m,~(P) -] > k(p) (29) 
cl - -  + - -  + 2) L/P 2 2mi~(P) (hA +nB / 
1 1 
6. < ~ Wfmx2max(P)Oum k(p) = ~ WOum~2max(P)rmaxk(p)(~ = rmax/rmax) (30) 
any c/> max[c (ti), ti ~ Z~,]. Now, there exists a p (t*) verifying inequality (29) and, thus, t* verifies 
formula (27), for any real constants, k(p) and p~ such that 
~.~n(P) ~.~n(P) 
k(p) = 2m~x(P)(nA +nB + 2) - p ' '  0 < p, < 2m,x(P)(n~ + nB + 2)" 
Thus, t* e Za, and then C(Zna~) < ~.  • 
Case c. Since C(Za) < ~.  If{ II q~(t)IL, t ~ Z + } diverges, it should diverge on a subset of infinite 
cardinal of Z,a. From Case b, Z,a is composed of disjoint subsets of finite cardinals if 
{ II 4'(0 II, t E Z~,} diverges. Again, since C(Z~) < ~,  there exists a Z.a~ ~ Z~a of infinite cardinal 
in which { II $(t)II } diverges, which is impossible from Case b. • 
tWhich is ensured in Mode B for Zn, for one of the two signs of ~(.) (Step 6 of the algorithm). 
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I f  { II ~b(t)II, t • Z ÷ } is bounded, properties (ii) and (iii) of the theorem stand directly. If such a 
sequence diverges, then basic results 1 and 2 ensure that { [[~b(t)l[, t •Z  + } is bounded for 
C(Z,) = oo (Cases a and b of basic result 2). Lemma 5 and the fact that C(Z,) < ~ only occurs 
if { II ~b(t)II, t • Z + } is bounded complete the proof. Q.E.D. • 
Remark. The proof can be summarized as follows. Case a, II ~(t)II is bounded. Case b or II 4~(t)II 
is bounded or Zn, is formed of disjoint sets of finite cardinal. This combined with Case a implies 
that II ~(t)II is bounded on Z +. Case c only occurs if II 4~(t)II is bounded. 
4. S IMULATION RESULTS 
Assume 2(0 = 0.8, and c(t) = 1 V t >1 O, F(O) having different entries in each experiment and/~(0) 
being initialized with all its components being equal and different from zero. The plant is given 
by the discrete transfer function 
z_aB(z-l) z-2(l + 0.4 z-') 
A(z- ' )  = [1 - 0.5 z-l][1 - (0.8 + 0.3j)z-~][1 - (0.8 - 0.3j)z-'] 
and the explicit reference sequence is given in Fig. 1 for all the experiments. Figures 1 and 2 show 
several experimental situations for the filter Cr(q -]) = (1 -- 0.4q -1)3 and the unmodelled ynamics 
being given by the transfer function 1/(1 - 1/3z-1). It can be seen that, in general, the steady-state 
error diminishes as the parameter p(t) increases. This is logical as, according to equation 21 [7], 
such an increment is closely related to a smaller adaptation zone threshold or, equivalently, the 
adaptation takes place over larger time intervals. The same effect is noted as the values of the 
adaptation gain matrix increase (up to certain bounds, such as those shown in the simulations). 
This is logical since it means that adaptation takes place as time increases. Another minor effect 
is that a good transient racking error is not compatible with a small energy involvement for 
the adaptation. This is a very general result in many problems of adaptive control [8, 15, 16]. 
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E = 10 -3 is sufficiently accurate according to the involved input/output sequences and the 
unmodelled parameters in the dynamics. 
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